Dear guest,

Visit Vienna! - Even if the Gothic master builders and Baroque castle owners had not thought of wheelchair users. And if also today, barrier-free construction still occasionally falls victim to architectural gimmicks or a lack of consideration.

For years, the Vienna City Administration has made efforts to provide services for people with disabilities and special needs: from sloped sidewalks to guiding strips for the blind in subway stations. But there is still a lot to do: at private companies as well as historic attractions, where landmark protection makes technical changes difficult.

More information, less frustration. That is our guiding principle when it comes to guests with disabilities and special needs. Don’t hesitate to ask us for any information that you require. There is one thing you can count on: Whenever obstacles need to be overcome, the friendly Viennese locals will be glad to assist you. The information in these guidelines is well-researched and up to date, but unfortunately it can also change without our knowledge. We would be very grateful if you would let us know about any errors that you may notice, and we will correct them.

VISIT VIENNA! - NOW. FOREVER.
Your Vienna Tourist Board Team,
Wien-Hotels & Info
A-1030 Vienna
Tel. +43-1-24 555
Fax +43-1-24 555-700
info@vienna.info
WWW.VIENNA.INFO

With the VIENNA CITY CARD you explore the city for 24, 48 or 72 hours. You can use public transport (subway, bus or tramway) or the Hop-On Hop-Off tours of Big Bus Tours and get discounts to numerous attractions - from museum to heuriger. Many of these sights already provide discounts to visitors with a valid disability card and their companions; they are unable to offer additional price reductions. The Bonus Book will give you information on where the VIENNA CITY CARD is accepted. You can buy the VIENNA CITY CARD at your Viennese hotel, at the Tourist Information Center (1st District, Albertinaplatz, daily 9:00 to 19:00, 10th District, Vienna Main Station - Am Hauptbahnhof daily 9:00 to 19:00 and at the Airport Vienna - Flughafen Wien 7:00 to 22:00), at sales and information booths of the Wiener Linien or in the online shop at: www.wienkarte.at.
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PUBLIC WHEELCHAIR-ACCESSIBLE RESTROOMS

1., Parkring/Wollzeile, accessible with special “Euro Key”
1., Rathauspark/Felderstrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
1., Rathauspark/Lichtenfelsgasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
1., U1 Schwedenplatz
1., U1 Stephansplatz, accessible with special “Euro Key”
1., U2 Schottentor, accessible with special “Euro Key”
2., Handelskai (near Reichsbrücke right Danube dam /F)
2., Handelskai (opposite No. 154 right Danube dam /D)
2., Karmelitermarkt
2., Max-Winter-Platz, accessible with special “Euro Key”
2., Mexikoplatz (opposite No. 16/Ennsgasse) – accessible with special “Euro key”
2., Odeongasse (next to 2A/entrance to underground garage), accessible with special “Euro Key”
2., Pierre-de-Coubertin-Platz, accessible with special “Euro Key”
2., Rudolf-Bednar-Park, accessible with special “Euro Key”
2., Volkertmarkt
2., Vorgartenmarkt/Ennsgasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
3., Kardinal-Nagl-Platz/Erdbergstrasse/Rüdengasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
3., Rochusmarkt
3., Stadtpark (opposite Reisnerstraße), accessible with special “Euro Key”
3., St. Marxer Friedhof
4., Alois-Drasche-Park/Seisgasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
5., Bacherplatz (opposite No. 10), accessible with special “Euro Key”
5., Bruno-Kreisky-Park (opposite No. 145), accessible with special “Euro Key”
5., Kliebergasse (entrance to streetcar line 18), accessible with special “Euro Key”
5., Mittersteig 24–28 (park)
6., Alfred-Grünwald-Park (entrance Linke Wienzeile), accessible with special “Euro Key”
6., Linke Wienzeile (opposite No. 60)
7., Andreaspark
7., Josef-Strauß-Park (opposite Enzingergasse)
7., Urban-Loritz-Platz (stop of streetcar 49), accessible with special “Euro Key”
7., U3 Westbahnhof, accessible with special "Euro Key"
7., Weghuberpark
8., Florianigasse (Schönbornpark), accessible with special “Euro Key”
9., Helene-Deutsch-Park, self-cleaning, accessible with special “Euro Key”
9., Liechtensteinpark, accessible with special “Euro Key”
10., Volkspark Laaerberg (near open-air theater), accessible with special “Euro Key”
10., Waldmüllerpark/Dampfgasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
10., WIG 74 (entrance north), accessible with special “Euro Key”
10., WIG 74 (entrance west), accessible with special “Euro Key”
10., WIG 74 (center), accessible with special “Euro Key”, closed in winter from November to March
10., WIG 74 Gschroppenhaus, accessible with special “Euro Key”, closed in winter from November to March
11., Geiselbergstraße/Gottschalkgasse (Polkorabplatz)
11., Herder-Park (opposite No. 5), accessible with special “Euro Key”
11., Hybler-Park/Pachmayergasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
12., Meidlinger Markt / Niederhofstrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
12., Meidlinger Hauptstrasse/ Rauchgasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
12., Steinbauerpark/Steinbauergasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
13., Am Platz, accessible with special “Euro Key”
13., Hermesstrasse/Lainzertor (parking lot), accessible with special “Euro Key”
13., Roter Berg/Heinz-Nittel-Weg, “Euro Key”
13., Wolkersbergenstrasse/Jakob-Stainer-Gasse
14., Baumgartner Kasino/Linzerstrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
14., Dehnepark/Dehnegasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
14., Ferdinand-Wolf-Park
14., Hütteldorf (terminus of streetcar line 49), “Euro Key”
14., Keisslgasse/Brudermannngasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
14., Wolfersberg-Lagerwiese (by transmitter), accessible with special “Euro Key”
15., Auer-Welsbach-Park/ Schloßallee (behind the gas station)
16., Heschweg/Eingang Steinhofgründe, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Hofferplatz/Thaliastrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Huberpark, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Kongresspark, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Ludo-Hartmann-Platz/Brunnengasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Richard-Wagner-Platz/Thaliastrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Stillfriedplatz (Thaliastrasse/corner Roseggergasse), accessible with special “Euro Key”
16., Yppenplatz/Markt, accessible with special “Euro Key”
17., Dornerplatz (opposite No. 9), accessible with special “Euro Key”
17., Leopold-Kunschak-Platz, Hernalser Friedhof
17., Lidlpark/Roggendorfgasse (opposite No. 5)
17., Marswiese
17., Neuwaldegg/Rudolf-Kirchschläger-Platz, accessible with special “Euro Key”
17., Schwarzenberggalleee, accessible with special "Euro Key"
18., Johann-Nepomuk-Vogel-Platz (Markt), accessible with special “Euro Key”
18., Pötzleinsdorf (terminus of streetcar line 41), accessible with special “Euro Key”
18., Schubertpark (in the park), accessible with special “Euro Key”
18., Türkenschanzpark (Gregor-Mendel-Straße/Hasenauer Straße), accessible with special “Euro Key”
19., Am Cobenzl (parking lot at bus stop 38A)
19., Hackenberg (camping meadow near Schutzhaus)
19., Kahlenberg (next to the church), accessible with special “Euro Key”
20., Aignersteg/Stiegenallee
20., Allerheiligenplatz (in the park), accessible with special “Euro Key”
20., Brigittenauer Lände (opposite Gerhardusgasse), accessible with special "Euro Key"
20., Friedrich Engelsplatz (opposite Nos. 31 and 33), accessible with special “Euro Key”
20., Gaussplatz (in the park), accessible with special “Euro Key”
20., Hannovermarkt/Hannovergasse (opposite No. 29), accessible with special "Euro Key"
20., Wallensteinplatz, accessible with special "Euro Key"
21., Danube Island Facility NEW 10
21., Dragonerhäufel, accessible with special “Euro Key”
21., Floridsdorfer Markt/Pitkagasse, accessible with special "Euro Key"
21., Frauenstiftgasse/Brünnerstrasse, accessible with special "Euro Key"
21., Lorettoplatz/Überfuhrstrasse (opposite No. 59)
21., Stammersdorf/Bahnhofsplatz (terminus of streetcar line 31), accessible with special "Euro Key"
21., Strebersdorf/Russbergstrasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
21., Wasserpark/An der Oberen Alten Donau (opposite No. 1), accessible with special “Euro Key"
22., Am Kaisermühlendamm (opposite Berchtoldgasse)
22., Am Kaisermühlendamm (opposite Jungmaisgasse)
22., Badeteich Hirschstetten (Spargelfeldstrasse / Bibernellweg)
22., Badeteich Hirschstetten (Ziegelhofstraße opposite No. 36)
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 2
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 3
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 4
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 5
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 7
22., Danube Island Facility NEW 8
22., Danube Island Facility Glass Palace, accessible with special “Euro Key”
22., Danube Island Facility Rowing Centre
22., Rehlacke/Lagerwiesenweg
22., Schüttauplatz/ Moissugasse, accessible with special “Euro Key”
22., Wagramer Strasse / Hotel Kaiserwasser
22., WIG 64 (Donaupark, entrance C, tennis court)
22., WIG 64 (Donaupark, entrance D, parking lot)
22., U2 Aspernstrasse, accessible with special "Euro Key"
23., Mauer, Rathauspark/Speisingerstrasse (opposite No. 262)
23., Rodaun, terminus of line 60, accessible with special “Euro Key”
23., Liesinger Anger (Breitenfurter Strasse, opposite Lehmangasse 3a) – accessible with special “Euro Key”

Facilities may vary between restrooms. To find out which restrooms are suitable for people with disabilities, whether a restroom is currently closed, and how you can find the restrooms, please see the individual district pages:
www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/ma48/sauberestadt/wc/index.html